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Taurus represented by a bull is the second zodiac sign in the zodiac and anyone born between April
19 and May 20 are Taurus. This zodiac is one of the easiest recognized signs. Unlike the bull in a
ring image that comes in to our minds when we think about the Taurus symbol, they are usually the
peace-loving people. The Taurus is not the ones to get angry easily, but once they do they lose it
completely. They are also noted for the stubbornness and determination. They are determined in
achieving their goals not because they are necessarily clever or intelligent but they achieve it by not
letting distractions come in the way of their goals. They have a need for simplicity and stability in life
and create a life for themselves that will be functional more than exciting; this might be boring for
others. They are people who hate to take unnecessary risks that hassles their solid footing, they
crave for a comfortable living and working environment.

Taurus thought is to take care of the sense and everything else will fall in to place after that. Since
Taurus is one of the practical signs, they are very sensible and they fail to see the beauty beyond a
material. Nothing frazzles them; they remain in their course even if chaos reigns around them. They
are aware of their own strengths and try to handle situations with poise and dignity. Like a raging
bull, a Taurus can lose him temper completely when pushed too far and takes a lot of time to calm
after that. They are the most stubborn of all zodiac signs; once they form an opinion about someone
it is very hard to change that. They love comforts of life but tend to worry about the future so they
are a little carful with money and build wealth as they go by. It is rare to find a Taurean at the bottom
of the society.

A Taurus child can be extremely stubborn. It is very heard to lead him in a direction that he does not
wish to go in. the child can be sturdy with a healthy appetite which at times might be too good. The
child might have a very short temper and tend to blow the roof over small upsets. In these
situations, it is better to use logic and reasoning with the child than force. A Taurus child might be a
little lazy preferring to stay in a place and not move around much. In school, the kid will follow the
set rules of school and expect a comfortable environment and a schedule that is consistent. A
Taurus child likes to be in a comfort zone, do not try to change that too much. Encourage Taurus
children to socialize more as they tend to get very comfortable being alone.

Taurus adults hate change. Usually their work places are neat and comfortable without any change
for a long period of time. They rarely complain and go about doing their jobs in a self-sufficient way
and they donâ€™t let minor mishaps to bother them. Anyone can rely on them and they are extremely
practical and focused and love to be on time. They donâ€™t try to finish anything fast; rather they like to
follow the slow and steady method. As relationships go by, they are sensual and extremely loyal
partners. They are slow with progressing with relationships, but once they are committed they give
their hundred percent and expect the same form their partners. The best matches for the Taurus are
Virgo and Capricorn. But, Pisces, Cancer, Gemini and Taurus will also work for them. You can now
learn a lot about zodiac signs though television and internet, connections that can be got at a
cheaper rate through bundles like FiOS Bundles.
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Samantha Kirk is a freelance writer. She loves astrology and learns palmistry by not paying much
because of the a FiOS Bundles that she has subscribed at home. She strongly believes in sun signs
and often debates with people saying that peopleâ€™s characteristics are influenced by their respective
sun signs!
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